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THE HYGGE GAME - Trivia Edition
How do you say thank you in German? How many sides do
stop signs have? Who was the goddess of love in Greek
mythology? Is gold magnetic?
The Hygge Game – Trivia Edition has more than 400 entertaining trivia
questions that give that extra boost to any game night or dinner with friends
and family.
Hygge is a Scandinavian word that evokes a sense of deep comfort and
togetherness, and there’s nothing more hygge than slowing down and
spending time with the people you love. These feel-good trivia questions
are just the thing to conjure up that warm and snuggly hygge glow!
It makes a great gift and is the perfect game for your next party or get-together.

21248

Age: 14+
Players: 2+
Play time: 15-45 min
Weight: 9.5 oz
Dimensions: 5.7” / 5.7” / 1.8”

...I SHOULD HAVE KNOWN THAT! - Yes or No
Does an orange float in water? Can you be allergic to a
hairless cat? Does Transylvania really exist? Is C the letter
between V and N on a keyboard?
This edition of the smash hit trivia game I should have known that!.. is filled
with more than 400 addictively entertaining Yes or No questions about things
that you should know. Sound like a piece of cake? You’ll be surprised how
baffling even the easiest questions can be when you don’t have Google at
your fingertips!
This fast-paced, hilarious game guarantees nonstop brain freezes, belly laughs,
and desperate guesses. One thing is for sure: it will only be a matter of time
before you hear yourself say... Doh!... I should have known that!
Perfect for your next party or dinner with friends and family!

21224

Age: 14+
Players: 2+
Play time: 15-45 min
Weight: 9.5 oz
Dimensions: 5.7” / 5.7” / 1.8”

YOU KNOW WHAT I’M SAYING?
How can you get your teammates to guess words like roller
coaster, lipstick, hamster wheel, or popcorn as fast as possible?
Explain as many words as you can as the clock ticks down!
You Know What I’m Saying? is an addictively entertaining word guessing
game for hilarious game nights and beyond. Think fast to come up with words,
sounds, or gestures describing the words on your cards and get your teammates
to yell out the answers. Easy to learn and fun to play!
You Know What I’m Saying? is jam-packed with more than 1,100 unexpected
and entertaining words, so get ready for crazy guesses, brain freezes, and
lots of laughs!
With everyone guaranteed to have a good time, the game is
perfect for your next party or dinner with friends and family.
21231

Age: 14+
Players: 2+
Play time: 15-45 min
Weight: 9.5 oz
Dimensions: 5.7” / 5.7” / 1.8”
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TIME TOGETHER - Dinner with Friends
Time Together is a fantastic starting point for great
conversations and a fun way to get to know your
friends even better.
The game contains more than 160 entertaining and
thoughtful questions guaranteed to spark meaningful
and interesting conversations—at backyard parties,
over dinner, or just hanging out.
Learn new things about your friends and grow your
relationship while having fun at the same time!
21255

Age: 17+
Players: 2+
Play time: 15-45 min
Weight: 4.9 oz
Dimensions: 3.9” / 2.8” / 1.4”

TIME TOGETHER - Family
Time Together is a fantastic starting point for great
conversations and a fun way to get to know the
people around you better.
The game contains more than 160 entertaining and
thoughtful questions that spark meaningful and
interesting conversations—at the dinner table, at
family reunions, or on road trips.
Learn new things about your loved ones and grow
your relationship with family and friends.
21187

Age: 14+
Players: 2+
Play time: 15-45 min
Weight: 4.9 oz
Dimensions: 3.9” / 2.8” / 1.4”

TIME TOGETHER - Couples
Time Together is a fantastic starting point for great
conversations and a fun way to get to know your
partner better.

Learn even more about each other and grow your
relationship all while keeping things light-hearted!

21170

Age: 17+
Players: 2+
Play time: 15-45 min
Weight: 4.9 oz
Dimensions: 3.9” / 2.8” / 1.4”
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The game contains more than 160 entertaining
and thoughtful questions that spark meaningful and
interesting conversations—at the dinner table, over
a glass of wine, or on your next weekend away.
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PENCILS DOWN!
Pencils Down! is an entertaining game that is an instant favorite for everyone who plays it! Get ready
for fun and quirky answers as players try to come up with something unique for each category.
The categories seem simple, but the pressure is on when you have to think of examples starting with
the chosen letter. You get more points for answers that no one else thinks of, so a little imagination
goes a long way!
A fun game for all ages, it’s perfect for parties and get-togethers with family and friends!

21163

Age: 6+
Players: 2+
Play time: 15-45 min
Weight: 13.4 oz
Dimensions: 12.6” / 8.9” / 0.3”

BEFORE OR AFTER?
Was Caesar salad invented before or after the zipper? Which
came first: tree-shaped air fresheners or roll-on deodorant?
Had the Titanic been found by the time the first New York City
Marathon was held?
Before or after? is a fun and engaging game where it’s all about guessing
which of two events happened first. No need to know the exact year – you
only need to have a feel for whether an event took place before or after other
ones. Stop any time to keep the points you’ve racked up or keep going and
risk it all to win even more!
Get ready for entertaining questions and sharp turns as over 600 events
come together in an unpredictable mix of excitement and nostalgia.
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Before or after is the perfect game for your next party,
dinner, or get-together with friends and family!
21156

Age: 14+
Players: 2+
Play time: 15-45 min
Weight: 9.5 oz
Dimensions: 5.7” / 5.7” / 1.8”

Have you fallen asleep at the movies, missed a flight, or been
pooped on by a bird? Ever broken a bone or won a huge
stuffed animal? And have you ever been guilty of dropping
your phone on your face while lying in bed?
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WHAT HAVE YOU DONE?

What Have You Done? is a hugely entertaining game with over 400 questions
that are sure to draw out unforgettable stories about the most unexpected
events and awkward moments you and your friends have experienced. All
you have to do is answer the questions with a simple Yes or No and then sit
back and enjoy the crazy backstories that inevitably follow!
What Have You Done? is a great way to get to know new and old friends
better while having a blast at the same time. Loads of laughs and hilarious
conversations are guaranteed!
21194

Age: 17+
Players: 2+
Play time: 15-45 min

Perfect for your next party or dinner with friends and family!

Weight: 9.5 oz
Dimensions: 5.7” / 5.7” / 1.8”

DID I WIN?
How many people have walked on the moon? What is the
average weight of sumo wrestlers? And how much water can
an elephant hold in its trunk?
Did I Win? is an addictively entertaining trivia game that’s easy to learn and
fun to play! Over 400 questions where every answer is a number and the
closest guess wins. But that’s not all… After hearing what the other players
answered, you get a chance to snag an extra point by answering the question
Did I Win? Still think your number is the closest after hearing everyone else’s
best guess? Grab your Yes or No card and keep your fingers crossed!

21200

Age: 14+
Players: 3+
Play time: 15-45 min

Be prepared for a fun and interesting mix of unpredictable topics and lots of
wild guesses! Did I Win? is the perfect game for your next party or dinner
with friends and family.

Weight: 9.5 oz
Dimensions: 5.7” / 5.7” / 1.8”

THANKS FOR ASKING..!
Who’s the foodie, who’s the sports nut, who’s the techie, and
who’s the film buff in the group? Now it’s time to forget what
your friends know and focus on what they don’t!
Thanks for asking..! is a trivia game with a twist: you get to choose your
opponents’ questions! The object of the game is to eliminate the other players
one by one with questions you think are sure to stump them. The last one
standing wins the round!
With over 400 questions and no complicated rules, this fast-paced game
is as easy as it is entertaining. And watching other players’ reactions is half
the fun! Who will nail a tricky question without breaking a sweat, and who
will mutter ”Thanks for asking...” with a scowl before flunking out?
It’s time to find out!
21118

Age: 14+
Players: 3+
Play time: 15-45 min
Weight: 9.5 oz
Dimensions: 5.7” / 5.7” / 1.8”
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HOW OLD ARE YOU REALLY?
Do you own a bathrobe? Do you save the packaging when
you buy a new phone? Would drawing something on a dirty
car window be just plain unthinkable?
How old are you really? is a hilarious and revealing game with more than
300 entertaining questions designed to diagnose your true age, no matter
what it says on your driver’s license!
You’re as young or old as you act, so ... How old do you act? Ready to face
the facts? Get ready for lots of laughs, surprises, and heated discussions!
A great birthday gift, as well as perfect for your next party or dinner with
friends and family. The ideal gift for anyone who already has everything
except their true age!
21101

Age: 14+
Players: 2+
Play time: 15-45 min
Weight: 9.5 oz
Dimensions: 5.7” / 5.7” / 1.8”

THINGS THEY DON’T TEACH YOU IN SCHOOL
Why does the Mona Lisa not have any eyebrows? In what
year was shampoo invented? What is the most common day
of the week to have sex?
Things they don’t teach you in school is definitely not your traditional trivia
game with boring questions about who wrote the Sherlock Holmes stories
or where the 1996 Summer Olympics were held.
Instead, this is a hilarious and addictively entertaining trivia game with more
than 400 unexpected questions and answers you’ll never see coming!
Things they don’t teach you in school is a great game for
anyone who can never get enough fun facts and useless
knowledge. It’s the ultimate party game and perfect for an
entertaining dinner with friends and family.

21019

Age: 14+
Players: 2+
Play time: 15-45 min
Weight: 9.5 oz
Dimensions: 5.7” / 5.7” / 1.8”

Do rhinos have tails? What is the most productive workday
of the week? Can a goldfish live in carbonated water?
Do you love trivia games with questions about long-dead classical composers
and Eastern European capitals? Sorry, this won’t be the game for you…
That’s because How did you know that? is an addictively fun trivia game
where, for once, not just trivia buffs and know-it-alls stand a chance. With
over 400 interesting and unpredictable questions, this is a game where
everyone has a shot at winning and you never have to wait your turn!
Can someone yodeling cause an avalanche? Is it possible to break a
diamond with a hammer? Get ready to hear the other players yell out
“How did you know that?!” when you nail a question no one else knows!
21132

Age: 14+
Players: 2+
Play time: 15-45 min

Perfect for your next party or dinner with friends and family!

Weight: 9.5 oz
Dimensions: 5.7” / 5.7” / 1.8”

IS THAT TRUE?!
Married men are better tippers than single men. The White
House has no address. A tiger’s urine smells like buttered
popcorn. That just can’t be true! Or can it?!
Is that true?! is a wildly entertaining game where you have to suss out
which statements are just plausible-sounding lies and which ones are
head-spinning truths.
Jam-packed with more than 400 hilarious questions, this fast-paced game
will keep you on your toes with its mix of random facts and pure baloney.
It’s up to you to tell which is which!

21125

Age: 14+
Players: 2+
Play time: 15-45 min

Is that true?! makes a great gift and party booster! With guaranteed laughs,
easy rules, and surprising answers, it’s the perfect game for your next gettogether or dinner party!

Weight: 9.5 oz
Dimensions: 5.7” / 5.7” / 1.8”

HONEY
Would you ever get a tattoo with my name on it? What’s the
best gift you’ve ever given someone? What is the unsexiest
thing someone can wear?
How well do you really know your significant other, your new hot date, or
the person you’re about to marry? Need the goods on a possible Mr. or
Mrs. Right? Here’s your chance!
Honey includes over 300 fun and unpredictable questions that will teach you
more about your partner, yourself, and your relationship, all while keeping
things lighthearted! It’s the perfect game for playing at the dinner table, over
a glass of wine, or on your next weekend away.

21149

Age: 17+
Players: 2+
Play time: 15-45 min
Weight: 9.5 oz
Dimensions: 5.7” / 5.7” / 1.8”

Honey makes an ideal gift for friends who say they’ve
met the love of their life, family members about to walk
down the aisle, and anyone you know who’s feeling
a little curious— including yourself!
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HOW DID YOU KNOW THAT?!
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WHO IN THE ROOM?
Who in the room would survive the least amount of time on a
desert island? Who in the room pees in the shower? Who in the
room has the best voice for radio? And who in the room would
have the most trouble assembling a bookcase from IKEA?
Who in the room? is an addictively entertaining party game that reveals
what you and your friends really think about each other. The game has more
than 300 laugh-out-loud, unexpected, and personal questions that all start
with the phrase Who in the room...?
Draw a card, read the question out loud, and give everyone a few seconds
to think. At the count of three, everyone points to who they think best fits
the question’s description.
Be prepared for dropped jaws and hilarious discussions to follow!

21033

Age: 17+
Players: 4+
Play time: 15-45 min
Weight: 9.5 oz
Dimensions: 5.7” / 5.7” / 1.8”

THE HYGGE GAME
Hygge is a ”Scandinavian” word for enjoying the good things in life. It
evokes an atmosphere of coziness accompanied by a feeling of contentment
and well-being, and there’s nothing more hygge than spending quality time
with the people you love.
The Hygge Game is all about bringing people together by encouraging
friends and family to share their stories and bond over discussions of the
big and small things in life.
The game has more than 300 thought-provoking questions designed to
spark meaningful conversation and create the right atmosphere for a hygge
evening. Perfect for a night in, a small party, or a dinner with friends or family.
Why not be inspired by the Scandinavians
and bring a little more hygge into your life?
21071

Age: 14+
Players: 2+
Play time: 15-45 min
Weight: 9.5 oz
Dimensions: 5.7” / 5.7” / 1.8”
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...I SHOULD HAVE KNOWN THAT!
Is starboard on the left or right side of a boat? How do you
say ”Japan” in Japanese? What is the character limit for Tweets
on Twitter? How long did Sleeping Beauty actually sleep?
...I should have known that! is an addictively entertaining trivia game with
over 400 questions about things that you should know. In contrast to traditional
trivia formats, you don’t receive points for answering questions correctly.
Instead, points are subtracted for every incorrect answer!

21026

Age: 14+
Players: 2+
Play time: 15-45 min

Be prepared to see how much you know without Google and Wikipedia
at your fingertips! This fast-paced and hilarious game guarantees nonstop
brain freezes, laughs, and embarrassing answers! One thing is for sure: it
will only be a matter of time before you hear yourself say... Doh!... I should
have known that!

Weight: 9.5 oz
Dimensions: 5.7” / 5.7” / 1.8”

I’M NOT SAYING YOU’RE STUPID...
How long can a dolphin hold its breath? At what temperature
does popcorn pop? What percentage of breast reduction
surgeries are performed on men?
I’m not saying you’re stupid... is a fun and fresh game featuring over 400
questions that are random, hilarious, and almost impossible to answer just right.
The answers are always numbers in this game, which sounds simple enough.
But watch out! If your opponents think your answer sounds hopelessly wrong,
they can stick you with an I’m Not Saying You’re Stupid... card. Correctly
guess who will be furthest from the right answer and watch the points pile up!

21088

Age: 14+
Players: 4+
Play time: 15-45 min
Weight: 9.5 oz
Dimensions: 5.7” / 5.7” / 1.8”

The perfect game for anyone who loves new trivia,
wild guesses, and uproarious laughter! A dynamic
and entertaining game for your next party, evening
at home, or dinner!
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I HAVE THIS FRIEND
I have this friend... is a revealing get-to-know-you game
that can also be played as a drinking game. Players take
turns reading over 200 embarrassing statements and then
confess each time something applies to them.
Each statement starts with ”I have this friend who...” followed by something
crazy or awkward. It quickly becomes clear, though, that it isn’t about some
”friend” at all... it’s about the people around the table!
I have this friend... is a hilarious way to get to know your friends better than
you ever have... or in some cases, even wanted to!
Get ready for unexpected confessions, laughter, and stories to make you howl!
The perfect gift for your next party!

21095

Age: 21+
Players: 2+
Play time: 15-45 min
Weight: 9.5 oz
Dimensions: 5.7” / 5.7” / 1.8”

TOP OF MIND
A farm animal. A pizza topping. A TV show. A day of the
week. Something besides a door that you can open with a
key. A body part. What will the other players answer?
Top of mind is an exciting and fast-paced game where you put your telepathy
skills to the test! Try to guess what the other players will answer to more than
400 categories on a variety of entertaining subjects. The more people who
answer the same as you, the more points you rack up!
In this addictively engaging game, everyone answers at the same time, no
one ever has to sit and wait for their turn, and anyone can get points at any
time. With no complicated rules, it’s easy to learn and immediately start playing.
Top of mind makes a great gift and is the perfect amount of fun to get any
party started! Perfect for a night in, a party, or a dinner with friends or family.

21057

Age: 14+
Players: 3+
Play time: 15-45 min
Weight: 9.5 oz
Dimensions: 5.7” / 5.7” / 1.8”
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DAMN RIGHT HELL NO!
Air guitar while dancing. Kissing a dog on the mouth. Going
back into a burning house to save a friend. My current sex life.
Your answer? Damn right or hell no!
Damn right, hell no! is an entertaining game featuring more than 400
provocative, awkward, and hilarious statements that players must quickly
react to. One is read out loud each round, and players hold up a Damn right!
or Hell no! card to express their opinion. The blunt and politically incorrect
statements will have you laughing out loud and baring your soul in no time!
Eating sushi with a fork. Male kindergarten teachers. Taking a dump without
bringing your phone. Being loud in bed.

21064

Age: 17+
Players: 3+
Play time: 15-45 min

Damn right, hell no! is a game that reveals players’ views on topics ranging
from the serious to the absurd. It’s a great way to get to know new and old
friends better while having fun at the same time!

Weight: 9.5 oz
Dimensions: 5.7” / 5.7” / 1.8”

BRAINFART
Is it legal to wave at a stranger? Is James Bond a virgin? Do
people sing in the shower? Can breath mints treat a stiff neck?
And do neighbors appreciate loud parties on weeknights?
In Brainfart, players are faced with 1,100 inane, ridiculous, and laugh-out-loud
questions. The challenge? To blurt out the opposite of the correct answer
with no time for thinking. It’s harder than it sounds!! Brainfart is an incredibly
entertaining game, where a yes is a no and a no is a yes - get ready for
excruciating slips of the tongue and hysterical laughter!
Who can keep it going the longest and who blanks out completely?

21040

Age: 14+
Players: 2+
Play time: 15-45 min
Weight: 9.5 oz
Dimensions: 5.7” / 5.7” / 1.8”

hyggegames.com
Hygge Games
Olaigatan 19
SE-70361 Orebro
Sweden
+4619-10 14 15
info@hyggegames.com
@hyggegames
Orders delivered by:
Direct Link Worldwide Inc.
700 Dowd Avenue
Elizabeth, NJ 07201

